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The Embrace Advance paediatric bed has clean, modern lines and adheres to the highest standards of
safety and infection control. Designed for patients of a varity of ages. Electrically operated backrest
movements, Trendelenburg, reverse Tredelenburg positions and platform height adjustments. The
key feature of this bed is the extendable mattress platform.

Order Code: F 9LP0035

Telescopic
siderails
that
extend
automatically with the platform. Reduced
gaps between the bars for added security.

Standard removable headboard. Removable
footboard available.

Electrically
operated
bed
extender
providing an increase in length of 28cm.
During extension, the platform remains
completely flat.

Plastic support struts with simple, clean
lines for easy cleaning and disinfection.

Control panel with lockable commands.
The control panel is conveniently located
for the operator but out of reach for the
child.

Back and pelvis sections with removable
ABS cover, leg section made from HPL
panels. All surfaces are easy to clean and
disinfect. The platform is perforated to
allow effective aeration of the mattress.

Mattress platform height may be adjusted
electrically so as to be at the most suitable
height for both the child and the operator.

Washable 150mm wheels with centralised
braking system.

Epoxy coated steel side
dampened lowering motion.

rails

with

Complete with Australian made mattress and Carflex waterproof, breathable
zippable cover with waterfall edge. Cover can be machine washed to 95 deg C
and room air dryed.
Mattress extender available as well as side covers to infill the gaps when the
bed is extended.
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Standard features
(other features may be
customised).
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STANDARD FEATURES
169cm

60cm

58-98cm
Electrically operated backrest adjustable from 0° to 75°. Safety cover under the backrest to protect the
child from potential harm or from falls. Manually operated leg section adjustable to a range of positions.
All surfaces are extremely quick and easy to clean and sisinfect.

28cm

197cm
60cm

58-98cm

The Trendelenburg and reverse Trendelenburg movements provide flexibility in positioning and patient
care.
The Embrace Advance bed extends electrically to adapt to children of all sizes. The siderails are
telescopic and lengthen automatically with the platform for maximum side protection and increased
patient safety.
Siderail height platform: 60cm
The platform height variation is adjustable by means of electrically operated telescopic columns. The
platform can be raised from a minimum of 58cm to a maximum of 98cm - a range of 40cm.
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STANDARD FEATURES

The control panel is conveniently located for
the operator, but well out of reach for the
child.

The head/foot panels are removed via a
lock/release system which is easy to use
and placed well out of the child’s reach.

The CPR lever is located at the head end. The
lever enables rapid manual lowering of the
back section and can be reached easily by the
operator from either side of the bed.

Flip up HLP leg section for easy cleaning. All
the secitons of the platform can be cleaned and
disinfected quickly and effectively.

CUSTOMISABLE FEATURES
150mm antistatic,
washable twin
wheels, with
centralised braking
system.

125mm antistatic,
washable wheels, with
centralised braking
system.

Siderail adjustments are gas
spring assisted to provide
optimum
stability
and
safety. The siderail release
mechanism is located under
the platform, out of the child’s
reach. The gaps between the
siderails and head/foot panels
have been reduced for added
safety.

Removable head panel; fixed foot panel.
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Removable head and foot panels.

